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A Brief History of Social Media
at the IU Libraries
IU Libraries Social Media Overview
17 Twitter accounts
12 Facebook accounts
8 Instagram accounts
1 Snapchat accounts
Timeline of Twitter Account Creation 
We have evolved!
Supporting Our Mission
“Our mission is to support and 
strengthen teaching, learning, and 
research by providing the collections, 
services, and environments that lead to 
intellectual discovery.”
Becoming Strategic
Communication Platforms
Supporting the Strategy
Top Twitter Accounts by Followers*
3,887 2,3555,787 1,878 1,071
*as of 10/23/17
Top CIC Twitter Accounts by Followers*
6,125 4,771 4,609 4,471 3,887
*as of 10/23/17
Analytics Tools
Hootsuite
Twitter Analytics
Who.Unfollowed.Me
Facebook Insights
Google Analytics
Twitter Stats
@hermanbwells
Joined August 2011
2,355 followers*
@iulibraries
Joined February 2009
3,887 followers*
*as of 10/23/17
Average new followers per month | @hermanbwells = 31, @iulibraries = 34



Anatomy of a Tweet
Strong imagery
Retweeted by main 
IU Twitter account
Hashtag for campus 
campaign
Twitter Analytics
Impressions = “Number of times users saw the tweet on Twitter”
Engagements = “Total number of times a user has interacted with a tweet. This includes all clicks 
anywhere on the tweet retweets, replies, follows, and likes.”
Engagement rate = “The number of engagements divided by the total number of impressions.” 
Twitter Engagement: Likes
Twitter Engagement: Retweets
Twitter Engagement: Link Clicks
Twitter Engagement: Customer Service
Limitations of (Free) Analytics Tools
● Stats are current (typically 30-90 days)
● Difficult to see the full picture
● Don’t always tell you what you want to know
● Still requires lots of manual labor
Looking Ahead
The Future of Social for the IU Libraries
● What platforms should we be on?
● Where does social media fit into the lives of our users/audience?
● When do we decide to shut down an account or stop using a 
platform? What is our exit strategy?

